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Welcome to lecture 3 of Topic 2.8.  In this lecture we are going to look at the 
concept of a social value proposition.



The social value proposition is the process by which the social enterprise’s 
social innovation achieves its social impact.

It is considered to be the critical distinction between commercial 
entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship.  

It is often written as a concise statement which articulates why the target 
beneficiary (who you aim to help) will “choose to buy” or “consume” your 
product/service offering over other alternatives in the market.  

It is the distilled essence of a social enterprises mission/strategy.
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A good social value proposition requires a social entrepreneur to analyse, 
understand and deliver on three elements:

Capability: What is the organization uniquely positioned to provide to the 
community (the marketplace).  Why is this organization better positioned than 
other organizations (nonprofits, for-profits, government) to deliver it?

Social Impact: What change is the organization creating in the community, 
region, world?  Why is this significant?  Why should or will consumers 
(funders) care?

Cost: How do the costs of the service being delivered compare to that social 
impact?  Is there a social profit being achieved, i.e. are the costs involved in 
delivering the service significantly less than the benefits?  Will a funder (who 
is paying these costs) receive a significant social return on their investment in 
the organization?’
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A social value proposition can be written by focusing on 2 componenets - a 
statement of value and evidence for the value proposition.  This slide shows a 
template that can be used to develop a social value proposition:

‘[Name of organization] provides [products/services], which are [statements of 
key differentiators], for [target beneficiaries], and thereby creates [statement 
of social value/impact], unlike [competition].’

‘Over the past xx years, we have helped xxxx beneficiaries, creating (list of) 
benefits for each, compared to (the alternative)’  
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This slide shows that template filled out for the Aravind Eye Care System – it 
shows the statement of value and statement of evidence for the organisation.

‘For the millions of people in India with cataract blindness, the Aravind Eye 
Care System profitability provides diagnosis, treatment, and post-operative 
care, which is 100% safe, has a greater than 95% chance of cure, is less than 
1/5 of the cost of comparable care, and is free for those who cannot afford to 
pay. Unlike government run hospitals, Aravind provides high-quality cataract 
surgery in a professional and ethical manner, serving all patients with dignity. 
Unlike those who do not receive quality surgery, patients are able to return to 
productive lives.’

‘Over the past 33 years, Aravind Eye Care has successfully performed 
cataract surgery on over 2.4 million patients in India, with nearly 60% of the 
surgeries performed for free, and all of the surgeries performed for less cost 
and with higher accuracy (fewer adverse events) than alternative hospitals.’
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